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by the
way, I'm
hungry.
YOUKO's

late for
her shift. 

Sakuma!
I’m 

talking
to you...



What's 
going on?
What' hap-

pened?

I heard
there's a
policeman
fell off
from the

top of this
building.

Max....!

And
there's

someone
else on

top.

Sakuma
aaa!

Don’t!!!

Sakuma!!

You’re the
only one

left now....



You want to
go by 

yourself!?

Yes.  There is no
other way.  I'm
going into the

archive room to
get some 
evidence.

You must be
insane! That

building is  highly
secured and not

even a  kitten
can  sneak in

there.

I'm going in 
anyway. I’ll 
get in From 

the oil reservoir
inlet to tank's

interior. 

Even if you
get in, you're
not going to

get out
alive.  You’re

crazy!

Right! I 
was born 

crazy!

OK! Take me
to the oil
reservoir

inlet..





Who is
it?? !!



Patrol
Map...!

72nd floor is
more highly

secured than
other ones... The

archive room
should be 

there.

Night
club...



Well, I didn't 
mean to

interrupt your 
dancing 

practice, please
continue.





Stop,
Chang!

Don't kill
him !!



Ah... I know you... 
You’re an ex 

police officer of 
Tokyo police 

department, and 
your name is Goku,

right?  

And you’re a
detective now....
It seems that
Recent detec-
tives act like

mice.

In order to
catch the mice

king,  I have 
to act like 

a mouse 
sometimes.

Watch your
mouth!  I can 
sue you for 

illegal entry
and hurting!

Well, I understand
your anxious feeling.
Seems like detectives

and policemen are
both stressful 

professions!

No wonder
some of your

colleague have
committed 

suicides.



Suicides?
Don't make
me laugh! .
You killed

them!

I don't
know how
you did it.
But I'll

definitely
make you
pay for it!

It's  poison 
mosquito.  It's

attracted by the
Carbon dioxide

produced by
human body.

It was 
originally 
carrying 

lethal poison. 
And I've switched 

it into 
anesthesia.

I don't
like

killing
....... But,

I won't stop 
you from 

committing 
suicide...

heeh-
hee...





My body
move by
itself....



No, I've
given you

a new
eye.

He's attacked
by powerful

hypnotism. In
order to stop

seeing the
sign, 

He destroyed 
his  own eyes...,
What an inter-

esting man!

Who...who are
you...? And

where 
am I...?

You've
noticed!

Goku, now
you canopen
both eyes.

Hahaha... both
eyes?

Unfortunately,
my left eye

was eaten for
breakfast.

Open it
and take
a look.



Ships, airplanes
and satellites

can be 
commanded as

your wish

If you wish, you
can sneak in

American missile
base and even
destroy  the
entire world.

There are a lot of
sensors in your
left eye.  It's a
high performance
computerized
micro-terminal.

Therefore your eye is
interconnected with
computers from all

over the world.

What you hear
and see are 
the analyzed
answers from
different parts
of the world.

All the information
you want to know

can be projected in
a flash from the

left eye.



Do you
know

what this
means...? 

The whole 
world is 

controlled by
computers, and

you have the
power to 

control all 
of them.

Now, the
world is
in your
hand.

Your left
eye will
tell you
how to 
use it..

Why....?  Why
did you do

this to me?
Who are
you...?

Hahaha..........
You'll find

the answer
someday. 

This is for
you, too.  .

Take it.

This is 
definitely 
a help to 

you.



Wooo
....

Where
am I
........?

Woo ah!

Wha....  
What's in 

my  eye??? Wow! Seems 
my left eye

answered my
question. 

Was this a
dream...?! 
A night-
mare...?

CLICK



Hey Bro, can
I borrow a

lighter?

X-RAY SCAN



You'd bet-
ter stop it..

Keep the
gun in your

pocket...

Or your
jaw will

be
crushed.

What!
?

Ah...! 
Chief!!



Wait...wait 
a minute!
Let me go!
I..... I.......

Well, I'm
afraid your
chief won't 
be able to 

eat by 
himself.

I'll leave
you to

feed him.

So now I have a
computer 

terminal in my
left eye....



Hakuryu.....
Whoever tries
to find their
secret will 
be killed.

This  means
their next tar-
get is the sur-

vivor of 
search team!

Youko is 
in danger!

What a cool
toy. Whoever

it was, 
thanks a 

lot!

Birth place:  Japan
Gender : Female,
Age: 23
Race: Yellow,
Eye: Black
Height: 167
Weight: 54
Hand preference :
Right hand
Occupation: Police
officer
Registration
Number: M 1185

Name: YABUKI Youko
Address:   Setagaya,
tamagawa.
#11, #3  Mansion

#11, #3
Mansion...



Guests are
not 

welcomed
after 11PM.

Mansion security
accessed
No. POWN.1003 DOOR
LOCK Cancelled 



Great !
Hakuryu

didn't get
you.

Goku

Thanks
you're alive
........... Goku

I thought 
you were

killed.

I'm still jumping
around, But I

drank a lot of
water from 
Tokyo bay.

I'll make
something,

go over
there and
site down.



Thebody heat 
of someone is
left here..., A  
big man.  He is 

still in 
this room.

Scotch?

Are you 
still on

duty?  Can
you drink?

It doesn't 
matter, Il 
drink on 

duty.

Well, let's
celebrate 

our reunion.

Content analysis
Alcohol 32 Carbonate

acid 20

Barlin acid 12, 

poison



I'm surprised. 
I never 

thought  you'll
welcome me 

this way.



What's
wrong?A

man like you
areafraid of

kissing.

When I was
little, my

mother told
me that if you
kiss, you won't

grow tall.

Ha, Ha,  I
don't 

think it's 
working.

Sleeping pills
Ph5.21
Gko330



Goku....
I........

Hold 
me...........

Wah !!

DAMN!

Even you got 
hypnotized!

Hit

I was withheld.
It's just the
shock wave.

Come on 
wake up!



UHGHHH...

Stop you
Ape!,  Chang

has told
that this

stick's
power is
infinite. 

I gonna
rip your
body to
pieces!!!!



Umnn...

I....... What
happened

to
me...???!!!

Are you
awake 
???  
Yoko

No !  youko!
Don't

breathe 
!!!
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TWO EXCITING ADVENTURE MANGA FROM THE CREATOR OF “COBRA”, 
BUICHI TERASAWA, ARE NOW AVAILABLE!    

GOKU: MIDNIGHT EYE
Goku, tired of the police force and looking for a new challenge where he answers to no one, begins his
new line of work as a Private Investigator.  A freak accident destroys his right eye and a secret benefac-
tor gives him a cybernetic implant that is the source of omnipotent power.  This power allows him to
access every mainframe in the world, break through their security encryptions and instantaneously
download any type of information he wants.  He claims to be the man with God’s right eye…be sure to
“see” what Goku does with it!

Number of Volumes: 3 ; Available Volumes: all 3 ; Pages: 290-300 ; Price: $11.95  

KABUTO
500 years ago in the Tensho Era of Japan, a man was born who defied the will of a demon; a man who
had the gods of good on his side; a man destined to battle evil his name was Kabuto.  Somehow,
Kuroyasha Douki, the vile Black Night Demon, escaped his prison in hell and returned to the earthly
plane to wreak vengeance on the family-line of Kabuto.  None can escape his deadly magic and mas-
terful skills with the blade; however, the gods of the North, West, East and South band together to help
Kabuto stand for justice.  With the questionable help of a diabolical talking sword that his own father
forged, Kabuto may live another day to see his own sons born ..

Number of Volumes: 2 ; Available Volumes: all 2 ; Pages: 290-312 ; Price: $11.95  

A C T I O N

ALSO FROM THE CREATORS OF “CRYING FREEMAN”, COMES TWO ACTION PACKED MANGA

WOUNDED MAN
Keisuke Ibaraki is not a man to be trifled with and the pornography company, G.P.X., makes a grave
mistake when they kidnap his high school sweetheart, force her to do unspeakable acts and then make
her commit suicide.  Keisuke is now on a mission of vengeance and will stop at nothing until he vindi-
cates the memory of his dead girlfriend.  Travel with him through the jungles of Brazil as he exacts his
revenge, one by one, on the unsuspecting murderers.  However, hot on his trail, is the pure-as-white
reporter, Yuko Kusaka, sniffing out any kind of story that will gain her recognition.  Keisuke confronts
her and the ensuing Karate battle tests their wills, as well as Yuko’s purity.  Sit back, relax and let the
sultry Brazilian weather lull you into a trance as you traverse through this action packed story!

Number of Volumes: 9 ; Available Volumes: 1,2,3,4 ; Pages/Price: 200/$9.95, 400/$14.95

OFFERED
Olympic track star.  MIT whiz-kid.  Adored by the beautiful co-eds.  Revered by classmates and team-
mates alike.  Yu was sitting on top of the world.  That is, until the evil seductress Payetta, leader of an
outlaw gang of boozers and brawlers, kidnaps Yu at knifepoint and steals him away to use him in a das-
tardly plan for world domination.  What follows is a tale of high adventure akin to the Indiana Jones
series:  extremely evil enemies vying for power in exotic locales, seductively sweet women using their
charms to bid for wealth, snakes, swords, Sheiks, Nazis, the US Military, Biology professors and the
reluctant hero, Yu, all clash together in a race against time to claim the treasure of a lost city and to
rebuild an empire.  This is a bold story that you don’t want to miss!

Number of Volumes: 6 ; Available Volumes: 1,2 ; Pages: 400 ; Price: $14.95  

MORE

ACTION SCI-FI HORROR DRAMA

http://www.comicsone.com
http://www.gotmanga.com
http://www.comicsone.com/payComics/volume.cfm?seriesID=154
http://www.comicsone.com/payComics/volume.cfm?seriesID=153
http://www.comicsone.com/payComics/volume.cfm?seriesID=152
http://www.comicsone.com/payComics/volume.cfm?seriesID=153
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KAZAN By Gaku Miyao
Kazan follows the adventures of a boy warrior searching for his childhood companion on a desert
planet. Kazan is the only survivor of a nomadic tribe that was wiped out by a mysterious water
demon. On his way to the legendary country of Goldene, Kazan is accompanied by his trusty fight-
ing eagle Kamushin, a young girl with demonic powers, and a comedic old woman. This series
boasts an appealing mix of magic, swordplay, humor, and epic fantasy, while exploring more tragic
themes of young love and family betrayal.

Number of Volumes: 7 ongoing volumes  
Available Volumes: 1 to 6 
Pages: 180-210 
Price: $9.95  

A C T I O N

BACK

ACTION SCI-FI HORROR DRAMA

WILD 7 By Mikiya Mochizuki
In real life there exists powerful mafias and crook politicians that the government
and police cannot arrest because of governmental laws and police rules.
However, this story explores the idea of handling crooks in a unique way; offering
a group the license to kill…and this group is the Wild 7.

Wild 7 is a group of uncontrollable bandits who have their own criminal records
and was specially formed by The Chief (Tokyo P.D.’s D.A.) to fight against power-
ful crooks to bring justice to society.  

Wild 7 employs the right to wipe out crooks without a shred of evidence; being
the judge, jury and executioner all wrapped in one.  Due to its popularity Wild 7
became an animated series and a TV series.

Number of Volumes: 40 volumes  
Available Volumes: 1 and 2 
Pages: 186
Price: $9.95  

WEED By Yoshihiro Takahashi
Weed is a courageous little dog who believes he is the son of the legendary Boss Dog, Ginga. After
his mother dies, Weed begins an adventurous journey to find his father in the Okubo Mountains.
Accompanied by the cowardly, but kind-hearted GB, and meeting other dogs along the way, Weed
must fight wild packs of dogs he faces, as well as deal with the humans he encounters on his mis-
sion.

Number of Volumes: 6
Available Volumes: 1 to 3
Pages: 200-240
Price: $9.95  

http://www.comicsone.com/wild7/
http://www.comicsone.com/payComics/volume.cfm?seriesID=101
http://www.comicsone.com/payComics/volume.cfm?seriesID=132
http://www.comicsone.com
http://www.gotmanga.com
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H O R R O R

THE JUNJI ITO HORROR COLLECTIONTHE JUNJI ITO HORROR COLLECTION
TOMIE
Tomie is the girl you wish you could forget. She is the one you shouldn't have touched, shouldn't have smiled at, shouldn't
have made her mad. She is quite lovely and you may love her to death. You may kill her. She will come back to life. You try
to destroy her completely. It won't work. Some piece of her is still growing, under your carpet, in your basement, in the
garbage can. This chilling series by Junji Ito is about a girl who brings out the blood-drenched mutant in all of us. Not at all
for the squeamish.

Number of Volumes: 2
Available Volumes: 2
Pages: 250
Price: $9.95 

FLESH COLORED HORROR
In "Flesh-Colored Horror," the third collection of Junji Ito's modern-day horror masterworks, Tomie is gone, but the spirit of
revenge lives on. "Long Hair in the Attic," "Approval," "Beehive," "Dying Young," "Headless Sculptures," and "Flesh-Colored
Horror," will continue to terrify and titillate those who have developed a taste for Ito's macabre mix of girls, gore, and social
satire.

Number of Volumes: 1
Available Volumes: 1
Pages: 220
Price: $9.95 

http://www.comicsone.com
http://www.gotmanga.com
http://www.comicsone.com/payComics/volume.cfm?seriesID=140
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SARAI By Masahiro Shibata

In the near future, rampant genetic disorders have wreaked havoc on the human population.
Society has reverted to a medieval state, in which teenagers await the horrific mutations
that come with adulthood. In this desperate wasteland, a new class of 'guard maids' arises -
young woman trained in the arts of servitude and combat. Sarai know that her hours are
precious, and enjoys her work, but she brings more to it than loyalty - she also applies her
own bleak sense of justice. Note: Sarai contains several scenes of graphic violence as well
as sexual situations. 

Number of Volumes: 6 ongoing volumes  
Available Volumes: 1 to 6 
Pages: 180-210 
Price: $9.95  

S C I - FF I

ACTION SCI-FI HORROR DRAMA

REDMOON By Mina Hwang

Far from Earth, in the distant depths of space, a star saw the strength of man’s inner spirit
grow on the planet Signus; and with it grew a great civilization of advanced science and
technology. Along with their technological achievements, a select few spawned powerful
psychic abilities; enabling the user to cross light years in space.  Their telepathy and tele-
portation could take them anywhere...even to Earth.
But long ago a prophet had foretold that with power comes pride, out of which evil would
grow. And so, it was Aguilas who brought a reign of tyranny and war to Signus. The peo-
ple, with their planet standing in ruins, prayed for a savior who could free them from his
rule.  As was also foretold...a hero, the true "Sun", would rise to save them. Aguilas feared
the "Sun"…

Number of Volumes: 18
Available Volumes: 1 to 5 
Pages: 180-210 
Price: $9.95  

MAICO 2010 By Toshimitsu Shimizu

Maico is a charming young woman who also happens to be an android. Her creator built
her to revitalize the flagging ratings for her radio station, as well as to probe the intricacies
and weaknesses of the male libido. Maico quickly becomes entangled in a very human
love triangle -- not to mention the scandal and intrigue surrounding the station, its com-
petitors, and the hordes of adoring fans that this sexy new personality attracts. This futur-
istic sex romp will be candy for adults who enjoy science fiction, romantic comedy, and
beautiful synthetic women. 

Number of Volumes: 4
Available Volumes: all 4
Pages: 150-210 
Price: $9.95 

http://www.comicsone.com
http://www.gotmanga.com
http://www.comicsone.com/payComics/volume.cfm?seriesID=130
http://www.comicsone.com/payComics/volume.cfm?seriesID=150
http://www.comicsone.com/payComics/volume.cfm?seriesID=129
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D R A M A

ACTION SCI-FI HORROR DRAMA

COLOR
Number of Volumes: 3
Available Volumes: 3
Pages: 180-223
Price: $14.95 

http://www.comicsone.com/payComics/volume.cfm?seriesID=109
http://www.gotmanga.com
http://www.comicsone.com
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WHERE WHERE TTO BO BUYUY

Fry's Electronics
Media Play, Milpitas, CA

Sony Metreon, San Francisco 
Virgin

Various Barnes & Noble 
Various Borders

Various Waldenbooks 

RETAIL STORES

Nicole, direct info goes here please

If you prefer to make your purchase at a comic/retail store here is a partial list of the stores
that carry ComicsOne titles:

COMIC STORES
Ancient Dragon Comics 5150 Commerce Blvd.  Suite A Rohnert Park CA
Atlantis FantasyWorld 1020 Cedar St. Santa Cruz CA
Axis Records & Comics 1431A Park St. Alameda CA
Blue Moon Comics 1555 South Novato Blvd Novato CA
Brians Books 2767 El Camino Santa Clara CA
C & M Cards & Comics 7032 Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose CA
Coastside Comics 116/D Manor Drive Pacifica CA
Comic Depot 41200 Blacow Road Fremont  CA
Comic Ink 7980 Amador Valley Blvd. Dublin  CA
Comic OutPost 2 2381 Ocean Ave. San Francisco CA
Comicopolis 738 Water Street Santa Cruz CA
Comics and Da Kind 1653 Noriega St. San Francisco CA
Comics Conspiracy 115 E. Fremont Ave.#A Sunnyvale CA
Crush Comics 2869 Castro Valley Blvd. Castro Valley CA
Farout Toys 161 Jackson St., #2 San Jose CA
Flying Colors Comics 2980 Treat Blvd. Concord CA
Lee's Comics 1020 N. Rengstorff Mountain View CA
Lee's Comics 2222 S. El Camino Real  San Mateo CA
Legends 10123 N. Wolfe Rd. #2065 Cupertino CA
Peninsula Comic Co. 4226 Olympic Ave. San Mateo CA
Space Kat Westgate Mall 1600 Saratoga Ave. San Jose CA
Space Kat 414 N. Capitol Avenue San Jose CA
Space Kat 536 S. Bascom Ave. San Jose CA
Stand Up Comics 10020 San Pablo Ave. El Cerrito  CA
Trader J's Cards & Comic 8939 San Ramon Blvd.  Dublin CA
War Masters 1295 East Leland Pittsburg CA
War Masters 1218 Salvia St. Concord CA
War Masters 3510 Old Santa Rita Rd. Pleasanton CA
What's Hot Comics 1061 Lafayette St. Santa Clara CA

http://www.comicsone.com
http://www.gotmanga.com
http://www.comicsone.com

